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ABSTRACT
The Oort cloud (OC) probably formed more than 4 Gyr ago and has been moving with
the Sun in the Galaxy since, exposed to external influences, most prominently to the
Galactic tide and passing field stars. Theories suggest that other stars might posses
exocomets distributed similarly to our OC. We study the erosion of the OC and the
possibility for capturing exocomets during the encounters with such field stars. We
carry out simulations of flybys, where both stars are surrounded by a cloud of comets.
We measure how many exocomets are transferred to the OC, how many OC’s comets
are lost, and how this depends on the other star’s mass, velocity and impact parameter.
Exocomets are transferred to the OC only during relatively slow (. 0.5 km s−1) and
close (. 105 AU) flybys and these are expected to be extremely rare. Assuming that
all passing stars are surrounded by a cloud of exocomets, we derive that the fraction
of exocomets in the OC has been about 10−5–10−4. Finally we simulate the OC for
the whole lifetime of the Sun, taking into account the encounters and the tidal effects.
The OC has lost 25–65% of its mass, mainly due to stellar encounters, and at most
10% (and usually much less) of its mass can be captured. However, exocomets are
often lost shortly after the encounter that delivers them, due to the Galactic tide and
consecutive encounters.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For several decades, it has been argued that the Solar system
is surrounded by 1010–1012 icy bodies, called the Oort cloud
(OC, Oort 1950). This cloud is the source of the observed
long-period comets (LPCs, with orbital period > 200 yr)
which typically have large semi-major axes of about 104 AU.
The current picture describes the OC as an isotropic distri-
bution of objects orbiting outside the planetary region (per-
ihelia& 32AU) with large semi-major axes of about 2×103–
105 AU (Dones et al. 2015). The orbits of OC objects can
be perturbed by the Galactic tide (established by Heisler &
Tremaine 1986), flybys of passing stars (pioneered by Oort
1950), and encounters with giant molecular clouds (e.g. Hut
& Tremaine 1985; Jakub´ık & Neslusˇan 2009). These may
shift the OC objects perihelia to the planetary region. There
they receive energy kicks from planets which can cause them
to escape the Solar system or move to the outer parts of the
OC, where they are subject to stronger external perturba-
tions (Kaib & Quinn 2009). Some OC objects end up on
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orbits with perihelia sufficiently small (. 5AU) to be ob-
servable.
1.1 Oort Cloud formation
Theoretical studies argue that the OC formed in about the
first 0.5Gyr of the Solar system’s evolution. After that it
has been constantly and gradually depleted by the external
perturbations mentioned above (see Dones et al. 2015, for
a more detailed review of the OC formation). Even though
the details are still under discussion, an interplay between
planetary scattering of comets from the early Solar system
and external influences was identified as a key mechanism
for the delivery of comets to the OC. The external influences
include the Sun’s birth cluster and embedding gas, and the
Galaxy itself. First, the comets were scattered by close en-
counters with planets into orbits with large semi-major axes.
Then their perihelia were further lifted beyond the planetary
region by influences from outside the Solar system.
Ferna´ndez & Brunini (2000), Brasser et al. (2006), and
Kaib & Quinn (2008) studied early OC formation in the
Sun’s birth cluster. In this formation scenario early in the
history of the Solar system, comets are scattered from the
© 2017 The Authors
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disk during planetary formation. Then their orbits evolve
under influence of the stars that formed in the same molec-
ular cloud (Solar siblings, Portegies Zwart 2009) and the
gas they are embedded in. However, Brasser et al. (2007)
pointed out the effect of gas drag in the primordial Solar
nebula which circularizes the orbits of comets before they
can be scattered and prevents their deposition in the OC.
Brasser & Morbidelli (2013) studied delayed OC forma-
tion, after the Sun left its birth cluster. Comets are scattered
out of the planetary region during the late dynamical insta-
bility of the Solar system (about 0.5Gyr after its formation)
according to the Nice model (Tsiganis et al. 2005). Here
the external influences are the overall Galactic tide and fly-
bys with field stars (e.g. Tremaine 1993; Dones et al. 2004;
Brasser & Duncan 2008). Some support for the delayed OC
formation also comes from the results of Nordlander et al.
(2017). They showed that if the OC formed while the Sun
resided in its birth cluster, the outer parts (& 3000AU) of
the OC would be stripped due to the cluster gravitational
potential and flybys with Solar siblings.
1.2 Exo-Oort Clouds
Similarly to the Solar system, the formation of possible OC
analogues around other stars (exo-OCs) involves planetary
scattering of comets from the disk and detachment of their
orbits by external influences (e.g. Tremaine 1993; Wyatt
et al. 2017). Raymond & Armitage (2013) simulated the ef-
fect of planet–planet scattering on planetesimal disks. They
showed that an isotropic cloud with a typical size of 100–
1000 AU can be formed if one the planets is ejected from
the system. These clouds resemble the Solar system’s scat-
tered disk, but with an isotropic distribution due to stronger
interactions during the planet–planet scattering phase.
Despite several attempts (e.g. Stern et al. 1991 or Black
2010), comets around other stars have never been directly
observed (Dones et al. 2015). However, some features of de-
bris disks observations have been interpreted as providing
indirect evidence. In particular, short-term variations in gas
absorption has been detected in several debris disks (see
Welsh & Montgomery 2015 for a summary) and are believed
to result from the evaporation of active minor bodies on ec-
centric star-grazing orbits (Beust et al. 1990).
1.3 Exocomets in Solar system
Stern (1987) was among the first to investigate the possible
presence of exocomets in the Solar system. He estimated the
impact rate of exocomets on the terrestrial planets during
the Solar system’s passage through an exo-OC. He concluded
these to be relatively rare, about 2–10 impacts of exocomets
on all terrestrial planets together over the lifetime of the
Solar system. This however still easily dominates the number
of impacts of free interstellar comets (which are not bound
to any stellar system).
Levison et al. (2010) studied the possibility of exchange
of comets between Solar siblings while still in their birth
cluster. They concluded that over 90% of OC objects might
be of extrasolar origin. They assumed however, that the
clouds were formed early in the history of the Solar sys-
tem, which is in contradiction with Brasser et al. (2007, see
above).
1.4 Solar sojourn through the Galaxy
The location of the Sun in the Galaxy affects the fre-
quency and characteristics of encounters with field stars
(Mart´ınez-Barbosa et al. 2017, hereafter MB17). It also sets
the strength of the Galactic tide that influences OC forma-
tion (Brasser et al. 2010; Kaib et al. 2011) and continuously
affects its evolution (e.g. Heisler & Tremaine 1986, Higuchi
et al. 2007). The Galactocentric radius at which the Sun was
born and its past orbit in the Galaxy are under discussion.
It is possible that the Sun has migrated up to a few kpc
in the Galactic disk (Rosˇkar et al. 2008; Mart´ınez-Barbosa
et al. 2015).
1.5 This work
Motivated by the possible existence of exo-OCs and the
recent work on flybys with field stars along Solar sojourn
through the Galaxy (MB17), we study their effect on comets
and exocomets in the clouds. We focus on the possibility
that the Sun’s OC captures exocomets from the field stars
encountered by the Sun. First, we estimate the transfer effi-
ciency of encounters while varying their properties (mass of
the star, impact parameter and impact velocity). We com-
pare these to the encounters expected to occur along the
Sun’s orbit. Second, we perform simulations of the Sun and
its OC as they orbit through the Galactic potential, while
being exposed to a realistic sequence of of field stars flybys,
each with an exo-OC, and the Galactic tide. We consider
three Solar orbits assuming different radial migration: start-
ing in the inner disk and moving outward, starting in the
outer disk and moving inward, and an orbit without sub-
stantial migration.
2 METHODS
For our simulations we use the Astronomical Multipurpose
Software Environment, or Amuse (Portegies Zwart et al.
2013; Pelupessy et al. 2013)1. We carry out two types of
simulations. First, we perform a parameter space study and
investigate the fraction of the OC that is lost and captured
in individual encounters. We vary the encounter parameters
in ranges in which we expect the Sun’s OC to capture ex-
ocomets (Secs. 2.3 and 3.1). Second, we integrate the com-
plete orbit of the Sun2 together with its OC through the
Galaxy while taking the effect of encounters with field stars
into account (Secs. 2.4 and 3.2).
2.1 Structure of Oort Cloud and exo-OCs
We refer to bodies in the OC as comets (although some
of them might actually be asteroids Shannon et al. 2015 or
some other kinds of objects). We assume the comets initially
1 Amuse is an open source software framework available at
https://github.com/amusecode/amuse.
2 By orbit of the Sun or Solar orbit we refer to the complete
trajectory of the Sun in the Galaxy since its formation ∼ 4.5Gyr
ago. We do not take the effect of the Sun’s birth cluster into
account.
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follow a spherically symmetric and isotropic distribution, fol-
lowing Rickman et al. (2008). Their initial semi-major axes,
a, have values of 3 × 103–105 AU distributed over a proba-
bility density proportional to a−1.5. Initial eccentricities, e,
are chosen with a probability density distribution ∝ e where
we pick only the values resulting in perihelia outside the
planetary region, q > 32AU. We generate additional initial
orbital elements of the comets such that the cosine of incli-
nation, argument of perihelion, longitude of the ascending
node, and mean anomaly have uniform distributions. The
initial radial density profile of the OC is then ∝ r−3.5, where
r is the distance between the comets and the Sun (Duncan
et al. 1987). This model is commonly used to approximate
a thermalized OC (Dybczyn´ski 2002; Rickman et al. 2008;
Fouchard et al. 2011, 2014b; Feng & Bailer-Jones 2014).
Estimates of the number of OC comets larger then
2.3 km range from 1010 to 1012 (Weissman 1996; Brasser &
Morbidelli 2013). The total mass of the OC, MOC, is also
uncertain. For example, Francis (2005) estimates MOC = 2 –
40M⊕. Assuming 1011 comets with a total mass of 10 M⊕
and a typical cometary velocity of about 200m s−1 (the cir-
cular velocity at 2 × 104 AU from the Sun), the two-body
relaxation time-scale is of the order 1017 yr. Two-body inter-
action of the comets can therefore be neglected. The comets
also have a much smaller mass than the Sun and the other
stars. Therefore we represent the comets in our simulations
with NOC zero-mass test particles.
We assume that all field stars encountering the Sun
posses an exo-OC. The density profiles of exo-OCs are as-
sumed similar to the Solar OC, but scaled with the mass of
their parent stars. The number of test particles in an exo-
OC scales as NexoOC = NOC(M?/M), where M? is the mass
of the exo-OC’s parent star. We assume that the outer edge
of the exo-OC is proportional to the Hill radius of the star in
the Galactic potential. The inner edge of the exo-OC is influ-
enced by the planets in the system and the gravitational tide
of the surrounding environment. There is no obvious way to
predict the size of the other star’s planetary systems and the
inner edge of its exo-OC. For simplicity, we assume that the
planetary system is similar to the Solar system and the exo-
OC inner edge is also proportional to its parent star’s the
Hill radius. We obtain the inner and outer semi-major axes
of the exo-OC by scaling the inner and outer semi-major
axes of the Sun’s OC by a factor
R?
R0
(
M?
M
MG(R0)
MG(R?)
)1/3
. (1)
Here R is the cylindrical Galactocentric radius, R0 = 8.5 kpc
is the current Galactocentric radius of the Sun, and R? is
the Galactocentric radius of the star. MG(R) is the cumu-
lative mass of the Galaxy enclosed within radius R and is
calculated consistently with the adopted Galactic potential
(see Sec. 2.2). Same as for the Solar system, the minimal
pericenter distance of the exocomets is set to 32AU.
We integrate the motion of the two stars and their OCs
using the N-body code huayno (Pelupessy et al. 2012).
We use the HOLD drift-kick-drift integrator method with a
timestep corresponding to 0.03 of the inter-particle free-fall
time.
2.2 Galactic potential and bridge
We use a gravitational potential that includes the effects of
the bar and spiral arms. We follow the model described by
MB17 (an updated version of Mart´ınez-Barbosa et al. 2015)
in which analytical prescriptions for the Galactic bar, spiral
arms and axisymmetric background potential are combined.
We use the same Galactic model as MB17, who calculated
the rate of stellar encounters along migrating Solar orbits
(see Sec. 2.4.1). In this model, the axisymmetric background
potential of Allen & Santillan (1991) is used. It consist of a
bulge (Plummer 1911), disc (Miyamoto & Nagai 1975) and
a logarithmic dark matter halo. The Galactic bar is repre-
sented by a three-dimensional Ferrers potential (e.g. Bin-
ney & Tremaine 1987). It rotates with an angular velocity
of 55 km s−1 kpc−1 and its mass is about 70% of the bulge
total mass of 1.41 × 1010 M. The spiral structure has two
arms that are modelled by the three-dimensional potential
of Cox & Go´mez (2002) and rotates with angular velocity
25 km s−1 kpc−1.
The enclosed mass MG(R) in Eq. 1 is calculated using an
analytic prescription for the axisymmetric potential that is
unperturbed by the bar and spiral arms (these components
represent a redistribution of the mass of the bulge and the
disk).
The Galactic potential is coupled to the system of stars
and their comets using bridge (Fujii et al. 2007, Portegies
Zwart & McMillan 2017), which is an extension of the mixed
variable symplectic scheme (Wisdom & Holman 1991). To
account for the rotating components of the potential, we
integrate the equations of motion in a non-inertial rotat-
ing reference frame (so-called rotating bridge, Pelupessy
et al. 2017, Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2017). We use a
bridge timestep of ≤ 1Myr 3 and a sixth-order integrator,
which takes 13 substeps ranging from 0.12 to 0.4Myr each.
The computation time scales linearly with the to-
tal number of particles. To balance the computation time
and resolution, we use different NOC (resulting in different
NexoOC) for the parameter space study (see Sec. 2.3). For
full orbit simulations, we use NOC = 2 × 104 (Sec. 2.4). Each
of these particles then represents about 5 × 106 actual OC
comets, assuming their total number in the OC is 1011.
Because the comets are represented by test particles, the
integration represents an embarrassingly parallel problem.
That allows us to distribute the calculations across many
CPUs. Each of those integrates the motion of two stars in
the Galactic potential together with a different part of the
clouds. The simulations were performed on desktop com-
puters and the Para Cluster at the Leiden Observatory. We
used up to 10desktops computers for the full orbit simula-
tions. Each orbit took about 20 to 40 days of CPU time,
depending on the encounters parameters and the properties
of the CPUs, which translates to two to four days of dis-
tributed computing. The parameter space study consists of
288 individual encounter simulations (three bins in mass,
eight in impact parameter, and 12 in velocity, Sec. 2.3) tak-
3 The bridge timestep is adjusted such that it is ≤ 1Myr and
an exact integer number of bridge steps equals the integration
interval. This is to make sure that the bridge integration runs
exactly until the end of the integration interval.
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Table 1. Number of test particles representing the Sun’s OC
(NOC) and the exo-OC of the field star (NexoOC) in the parameter
space study of single encounter (Sec. 2.3) for different M?. The
total number of test particles (NOC +NexoOC) is of the order of 105
for all three M?.
M? [M] NOC NexoOC
0.3 182575 54773
2.7 60859 164317
24.1 20371 490918
ing between a few minutes and 14hours of CPU time per
encounter.
2.3 Parameter space study of single encounters
In the first series of simulations, we investigate what por-
tions of the Sun’s OC is lost and captured from a pass-
ing star in an individual encounter. We simulate encoun-
ters of the Sun with another star where both stars are
surrounded by cometary clouds with initial conditions de-
scribed in Sec. 2.1 with and without including the effect
of the Galactic tide. Each encounter is characterized by
the mass of the passing star, M?, the impact parameter
vector, d , and the velocity vector at infinity with respect
to the Sun, v?. We consider the following values of the
mass of the field star: M? = 0.3, 2.7, 24.1M. These val-
ues are chosen such that they sample the whole range of
stellar masses considered in the complete orbit simulation
(0.082–60M, Sec. 2.4). For the impact parameter we take
log(d/AU) = 2.25 – 5.75, with a step of 0.5. For the velocity
we take log
(
v?/(km s−1)
)
= −1.125 – 1.875 with a step of 0.25.
Here d and v? are the magnitudes of the vectors d and v?.
The stars are 8pc apart at the start of the simulation
and we stop the simulation when their separation is again
8pc. As mentioned earlier, we run simulations both with
and without including the Galactic tide effects. In the case
without a Galactic potential, the direction of d and v? are
not important because both clouds are spherically symmet-
ric, otherwise the directions of d and v? are determined as
described in Sec. 2.4.3.
We assume the encounters to happen at the current
Solar position. The inner and outer radii of the exo-OCs are
scaled using Eq. 1, which reduces to a factor of (M?/M)1/3
because R? ' R0. We represent the OC and the exo-OC by
a different number of test particles for each M? such that the
total number of test particles (NOC + NexoOC) is of the order
of 105. NOC is chosen such that the resolution for each M? is
similar and the computation time is reasonable. The number
of test particles in each cloud is summarized in Table 1.
2.4 Full orbit simulation
In the second series of simulations, we study the evolution
of the Sun’s OC during its lifetime in the Galactic disk (af-
ter escaping from the Sun’s birth cluster, see e.g. Portegies
Zwart 2009). We simulate encounters with field stars sur-
rounded by exo-OCs along the Solar orbit in the Galaxy. To
account for uncertainty in the Solar orbit and the Galacto-
centric radius at which the Sun was born, we follow MB17
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Figure 1. Evolution of Solar Galactocentric radius for three or-
bits assuming different radial migration of the Sun (MB17). The
orbits were integrated in an analytic model of the Galactic po-
tential including the effects of the bar and spiral arms.
and consider three orbits with different radial migrations
to which we further refer as three types of orbits. In Fig. 1
we show the evolution of the Solar Galactocentric radius
for these three orbits. An outward migrating orbit which
starts at a Galactocentric radius of about 6 kpc, a non mi-
grating orbit which starts at 8 kpc, and an inward migrat-
ing orbit which starts at 11 kpc. At t = 4.5Gyr, all orbits
end within the expected uncertainties of the current posi-
tion and velocity vectors of the Sun: r  = (−8.5, 0, 0.02) kpc
and v  = (−11.1, 238.4, 7.25) km s−1 (MB17). The frequency
of stellar encounters depends on the local density and ve-
locity dispersion and is therefore determined by the Solar
orbit.
2.4.1 Encounter sets
MB17 computed the rate of stellar encounters the Sun ex-
perienced along the three types of orbits and the properties
of these encounters. Each encounter is specified by the time
t it occurs, and by M?, d, and v? (see Sec. 2.3). Their proce-
dure (based on Rickman et al. 2008 and Feng & Bailer-Jones
2014) involves randomly picking values from probability dis-
tributions of t, M?, d, and v? and takes into account the fact
that the probability of an encounter is proportional to its
velocity v?. This is especially important for low velocity en-
counters which have the strongest effect on the OC but are
rare. We use the same procedure to generate the encounters
properties in our simulations for the three types of orbits.
We also need to determine the direction of the encoun-
ters taking the Solar apex motion into account, which is not
discussed by MB17. We assume that the Sun’s velocity with
respect to the Local Standard of Rest (LSR) is constant,
and the velocity direction of field stars with respect to the
LSR is random. This results in an anisotropic distribution of
the encounter velocity vectors with respect to the Sun (v?).
Their direction concentrates in the Solar motion antapex.
Using the distributions derived by MB17, we generate
the encounter parameters along the three orbits. We set the
maximum impact distance of the field star to 5 × 105 AU
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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(value of D in equation 6 of MB17). This results in 1.5× 105
encounters for an inward migrating orbit, 2.7×105 encounters
for an orbit without radial migration, and 4.4 × 105 encoun-
ters for an outward migrating orbit4. We call the complete
batch of encounters generated along an individual orbit an
encounter set.
We compare the distributions of encounter properties
along orbits with different migration types in Appendix A
and Fig. A1. As shown by MB17 (their Fig. 4) the distri-
bution of encounter parameters depends only weakly on the
Solar migration and most encounters are with low-mass stars
(M? < 1M) with velocities of 20–100 km s−1. The total num-
ber of encounters in an encounter set, however, depends on
the Sun’s radial migration.
2.4.2 Selection of the simulated encounters
We assume that the Sun encounters one star at a time. Each
encounter starts at a distance of 8pc between the Sun and
the other star and continues until they are again separated
by 8pc. Depending on the encounter parameters (most im-
portantly the velocity), the simulation of each encounter
takes a different time. We can simulate only a limited num-
ber of encounters during the lifetime of the Sun (4.5Gyr).
We pick the encounters we simulate from the encounter sets
drawn as described in Sec. 2.4.1 as follows.
We choose to simulate encounters that deliver the high-
est impulse to the Sun. We order all encounters in the set
by decreasing M?/(v?d), where we assume that the relative
velocity of the Sun and the star is constant during the en-
counter and equals v?. Hence d and v? also represent dis-
tance and velocity at the perihelion of the encounter. The
impulse delivered to the Sun ∝ M?/(v?d) has been used
before as a proxy for encounter strength, as measured by
the number of LPCs injected from the OC into orbits with
smaller pericenters (Kaib & Quinn 2009; Fouchard et al.
2011; Feng & Bailer-Jones 2014). We approximate the du-
ration of an encounter by tenc = 16 pc/v?, where we again
assume a constant velocity during the encounter. In the ac-
tual simulation, v? is affected by the Galactic tide and the
two-body interaction of the Sun and the star. For encoun-
ters with a high velocity, the timescale of the encounter is
much shorter than the interaction timescale with the Galac-
tic potential and tenc represents a good first order estimate
to the actual encounter timescale. For low velocity encoun-
ters (v? . 1 km s−1), the timescales of the encounter and
of the interaction with the Galactic potential are compa-
rable to each other and the discrepancy is larger (see also
Sec. 2.4.3). However, such encounters are rare (see Figs. 2
and A1) and the overall inaccuracy due to using tenc for the
selection of the simulated encounters is small. We select j
encounters such that
∑
i≤ j tenc,i < α4.5Gyr, where i and j
are indices ordering the encounters from highest to lowest
transferred impulse. Here α is a small correction factor to
make sure that the the integration time of the full orbit is
as close as possible to 4.5Gyr. Encounters selected by this
procedure add up to between 4.39 and 4.61Gyr of the actual
simulation times (difference < 3% from the desired 4.5Gyr)
4 Note that these numbers are higher than those given by MB17
who used a smaller maximum impact distance of 4.5 × 105 AU.
The selection typically results in ∼ 3900 encounters for
the orbit without migration (and ∼ 3600 and 4000, for inward
and outward migration, respectively). The actual number
depends on the parameters of individual encounters in the
set (Sec. 2.4.1). We simulate these encounters in the order of
the time t as given by MB17. This time t does not generally
correspond to the time of the encounter in the simulation,
but is only used to order the encounters. We refer to the
selection of encounters as described in this section as an
encounter series. The effect of the remaining encounters in
the set (i.e. those not selected for an encounter series) is not
taken into account.
The number of transferred and lost particles depends
on the encounter parameters. As we discuss in Sec. 3.1, par-
ticles are captured from the exo-OCs in encounters that ap-
pear only once in about 20–40 encounter sets (depending on
the migration), or in other words, only once in about 20–40
Solar lifetimes. Because of this low probability, we manually
pick 30 encounter sets that include encounters we expect to
result in exocomet capture, since their parameters fall within
a bin of the parameter space study that has Ncap > 0, and
we simulate their effect on the Sun’s OC as it evolves along
its orbit. These simulations give us insight into the evolution
of captured exocomets in the Sun’s OC under the influence
of consecutive stellar encounters and the Galactic tide. We
also simulate six orbits (two per each orbit type) with en-
counter sets not resulting in exocomet capture. We discuss
the results in Sec. 3.2.
2.4.3 Starting position and velocity of the encountering
star
The velocity of slow encounters with v? . 1 km s−1 is in-
fluenced by the Galactic tide. The distance and velocity
vectors at the perihelion of the encounter, dperi and vperi,
strongly depend on the initial direction of the vectors d and
v? with respect to the Galactic potential. Different direc-
tions of the vectors d and v?, can result in very different
dperi and vperi which in turn results in a different effect on
the clouds. Therefore, to determine the initial position and
velocity vectors of the field star, we first calculate dperi and
vperi as they result from an isolated two-body problem where
only the gravity of the two stars is considered (i.e. without
the Galactic tide). Note that the direction of vperi depends
on the direction of v? which is anisotropic — see the descrip-
tion in Sec. 2.4.1.
We need to calculate the distance and velocity vectors
between the Sun and the field star, r and v , at the beginning
of the encounter, t = tenc,0, that is find r (tenc,0) and v (tenc,0),
such that r(tenc,0) = 8pc and at some time in the future
r (t) ≈ dperi and v (t) ≈ vperi. We use an iterative procedure
to calculate r (tenc,0) and v (tenc,0). Starting at the position of
the Sun, we integrate the motion of the Sun in the Galactic
potential for half of the encounter time-scale t0 = 8 pc/v?.
Next we insert the field star in the simulation at dperi and
vperi from the Sun and integrate the system backwards until
the separation between the star and the Sun is 8pc. The
time of the backwards integration, t1, is in general different
from t0 and the Sun does not end up at its original starting
position on its orbit. We repeat the procedure with the up-
dated timescale t1: we integrate the motion of the Sun in the
Galactic potential from the intial point on its orbit for time
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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t1; add the field star at dperi and vperi (the same vectors as
in the first step), and integrate backwards until the sepa-
ration of the Sun and the star is 8pc, which gives time t2.
We repeat this procedure n times until the encounter time-
scale from two consecutive iterations differs by less than 1%,
that is until |tn − tn−1 |/tn−1 < 0.01. This procedure assures
that the initial separation between the stars is 8pc, and that
their position and velocity at the encounter perihelion are
dperi and vperi. We use these position and velocity vectors
of the Sun and the field star as the initial conditions for the
encounter calculation.
For some low velocity encounters the above method does
not converge. The encounter takes too long and there is
a strong interaction with the Galactic potential. Such en-
counter occurs in approximately 1% of the encounter sets
and we describe the procedure to derive its r (tenc,0) and
v (tenc,0) in Appendix B.
2.4.4 Position and velocity of the Sun
Due to gravitational interaction with the field star during
the encounter, the position and velocity of the Sun at the
end of an encounter is generally not the same as for the
original orbit calculated using a smooth analytic Galactic
gravitational potential (Sec. 2.2). We use orbits that un-
dergo a strong radial migration and a small change in phase
space position of the Sun may have a substantial effect on
the evolution of the orbit, which in turn has an effect on
the characteristics of the encounters. To make sure that the
properties of the encounters and the orbit of the Sun in the
Galactic potential are consistent, we manually adjust the
Sun’s position and velocity (and of its OC particles) to its
position and velocity on the orbit after each encounter.
2.5 Captured and lost particles
After the encounter is simulated, we calculate semi-major
axes and eccentricities of the test particles. A particle is
bound to the Sun if its eccentricity with respect to the Sun
is < 1 and its distance from the Sun is smaller than the ra-
dius of the Sun’s Hill sphere, R [M/(3MG(R))](1/3). Here,
R is the Galactocentric radius of the Sun at the end of the
encounter and MG(R) the cumulative mass of the Galaxy
within R (Sec. 2.2). We calculate the number of particles
lost from the Sun’s OC (initially bound to the Sun, and not
bound to it after the encounter), and the number of particles
captured from the exo-OC of the other star (initially bound
to the other star, and bound to the Sun after the encounter).
We measure the fractions of OC objects that are lost or
captured during an encounter, Nloss/NOC and Ncap/NOC, re-
spectively, where NOC is the number of particles in the OC
before the encounter. Finally we remove any particles from
the simulation that are ≥ 5pc from the Sun, because they
are well outside the Sun’s Hill sphere and their dynamics is
dominated by the Galactic potential.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Parameter space study of single encounters
In this section, we describe the results of the parameter space
study of individual encounters. Fig. 2 shows the comets
lost from and captured by the Sun’s OC (Nloss/NOC and
Ncap/NOC) for encounters with stars of different M?, d, and
v?, and when the Galactic potential is not taken into ac-
count. We use different numbers of test particles in the
clouds for different M? as specified in Table 1. The lower
limit of Nloss/NOC and Ncap/NOC is 1/NOC = 0.5–5.5 × 10−6
and 1/NexoOC = 0.2–2.0 × 10−6, respectively (the exact value
depends on M?).
3.1.1 Lost and captured fraction of the OC
As expected, encounters with lower velocities and smaller
impact parameters (when the gravitational interaction is
more prolonged and stronger) result in the OC losing and
capturing more particles. Regardless of encounter parame-
ters, a larger fraction of the OC is lost than captured. There
is no capture in encounters with v? & 5 km s−1. Figure 2
shows that regardless of the encountered star mass, a sub-
stantial part of the Sun’s OC (& 80%) is lost in close encoun-
ters with d ∼ 200AU. Comparing the three stellar masses
M?, the captured fraction is largest for encounters with stars
of mass 2.7M (middle mass bin). Generally, the binding en-
ergy of a comet with a given semi-major axis decreases with
decreasing stellar mass. However, the size of the exo-OC in-
creases with its parent star mass (see scaling given by Eq. 1).
More massive stars have bigger exo-OCs with more particles
which can be captured at larger distances.
In simulations of individual encounters, the Galactic po-
tential does not substantially affect the captured fractions
(see Appendix C for a more detailed description and com-
parison). The effect of Galactic tide on the lost fractions of
the OC is stronger and depends on the characteristics of the
encounter (mostly its velocity). However, for the majority
(more than 85%) of encounters simulated in our parameter
space study, the difference between Nloss/NOC in the simu-
lations with and without the effect of the Galactic tide is
less than 5%. This is expected, because the gravitational
dynamics within the OC’s outer radius of 105 AU (Sec. 2.1)
is dominated by the Sun and the stars it encounters. The
timescale on which the Galactic tide affects the cometary or-
bits (causing oscillations of eccentricity and inclination with
period on the order of ∼ 1Gyr, e.g. Heisler & Tremaine 1986,
Brasser et al. 2010) is also much longer than the encounter
timescale.
3.1.2 Comparison with encounter sets
By comparing the captured and lost fractions in the param-
eter space study with the encounter sets, we measure the
average captured and lost fractions of the OC over the Solar
orbit. Table 2 shows the comparison. The results are av-
eraged over 1000 different encounter sets for each type of
orbit. We count the number of encounters in the bins that
are used in the parameter space study (Fig. 2). Out of 3000
sets there are only 102 encounters that are within the pa-
rameter space study bins for which the Sun captures par-
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Figure 2. Fraction of the Sun’s OC lost (top) and captured (bottom) in encounters with stars of different mass M?, impact parameter
d, and velocity v? is shown by the colour map. The number density of encounters is shown by the contours. Plots show results for
M? = 0.3, 2.7, 24.1M in left, middle and right column, respectively (M? is also given above each plot on the left). The colour scales map
Nloss/NOC and Ncap/NOC for different d and v?. Note that the colour scale is logarithmic and different for lost and captured fractions.
The contours show the number density of encounters with M? within the limits given above each plot on the right and with given d and
v? (per log(d/AU) × log[v?/(km s−1)]). The contours are averaged over 104 encounter sets and the average number of stars in each mass
range is given in parenthesis above each plot on the right.
ticles from the passing star. There is always only one such
encounter per set. In Fig. 2, these encounters come from the
regions with v? and d where the 0.1 and 0.01 contours of the
normalized number of encounters overlap with Ncap > 0. It
turns out to be efficient to capture exocomets during flybys
with lower-mass stars. For each type of orbit, we calculate
the average captured fraction of the OC, ηcap, as the aver-
age Ncap/NOC over the 1000 encounter sets. The values ηcap
are about 6 × 10−5, 1.4 × 10−4, and 1.6 × 10−4 for the orbit
migrating inwards, not migrating, and migrating outwards.
Note that these captured fractions are derived from simu-
lations of single encounters and do not take the subsequent
evolution of the OC into account. The captured exocomets
are often again lost from the OC some time after the en-
counter that delivered them. We discuss the evolution of the
captured exocomets during the Solar orbit in Sec. 3.2.
In Fig. 2 we show that for all three masses of the en-
countered star, a substantial part of the Sun’s OC (& 80%)
is lost in a close encounter with d ∼ 200AU. Regardless of
the migration of the Solar orbit, the highest fraction of the
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Table 2. Number of encounters along different orbits and average fractions of OC being lost or captured. The results are given for the
lifetime of the Sun and averaged over 1000 different encounter sets for each type of orbit. The first column indicates the range of the field
star mass (M?). There are five columns for each orbit (with migration inwards, no migration, and migration outwards): Nenc — average
number of encounters in given mass range a ; N
cap
enc — average number of encounters during which exocomets are captured into the OC;
ηcap — average captured fraction of the OC (sum of Ncap/NOC resulting from N capenc encounters in all sets divided by 1000); N lossenc — average
number of encounters during which comets are lost from the OC; ηloss — average lost fraction of the OC (see ηcap); The last line of the
table lists the overall results for all encounters (i.e. M? from the mass range of 0.082–60M).
migration inwards no migration migration outwards
M? Nenc N
cap
enc ηcap N
loss
enc ηloss Nenc N
cap
enc ηcap N
loss
enc ηloss Nenc N
cap
enc ηcap N
loss
enc ηloss
[M] [10−2] [10−5] [10−2] [10−5] [10−2] [10−5]
0.082–0.9 1.3 × 105 1.2 2.25 537 0.02 2.4 × 105 1.3 4.59 787 0.02 3.8 × 105 2.1 10.65 1043 0.03
0.9–8.1 1.5 × 104 1.2 4.13 570 0.26 2.8 × 104 1.9 9.36 960 0.36 4.5 × 104 2.3 5.65 1394 0.49
8.1–60 39 0.0 0.0 16 0.04 74 0.1 0.09 30 0.07 118 0.1 0.01 47 0.11
0.082–60 1.4 × 105 2.4 6.38 1123 0.32 2.7 × 105 3.3 14.04 1777 0.46 4.2 × 105 4.5 16.31 2484 0.63
a Note that here the number of encounters is limited by v? < 102 km s−1 which is the maximum velocity of the bin considered in our
grid simulations. Therefore the total number of encounters (last line) is about 104 less then the values we mention in Sec. 2.4.1.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the captured fraction of the OC. Note
that here NOC(t = 0) = 2 × 104 is the number of OC’s comets at
the beginning of the simulation. Three encounter series are shown
for each type of orbit.
OC is lost during flybys with stars of M? = 0.9–8.1M. En-
counters with low-mass stars (M? < 0.9M) on the other
hand, result in a loss of . 3% of the OC. The average frac-
tion of the OC lost over the Sun’s lifetime, ηloss, is 32%, 46%,
and 63% for the orbit migrating inwards, not migrating, and
migrating outwards.
The averaged fractions captured or lost from the OC dif-
fer for different migration types of the Solar orbit. However,
the rates of encounters that result in capturing exocomets
(Ncapenc /Nenc in Table 2) for given mass of the passing star
are similar and do not depend on the migration of the Solar
orbit.
3.2 Full orbit simulations
Using the results of the parameter space study we pick 30 en-
counter series that each contains an encounter we expect re-
sult in exocomet capture (because its parameters fall within
a bin of the parameter space study that has Ncap > 0). We
simulate the orbit of the Sun and its OC under the influ-
ence of the encounters as described in Sec. 2.4. Out of those,
17 encounter series result in Ncap > 0. For all these 17 en-
counter series, the exocomets are captured during the en-
counter that we identified using the parameter space study.
For the remaining (13) series, exocomets are unbound from
their parent star but are outside the Sun’s Hill sphere af-
ter the encounter. The number of exocomets in the OC de-
creases after their acquisition due to stellar flybys and the
effect of the Galactic tide. Only for 12 orbits are some ex-
ocomets retained in the Sun’s OC until the end of the sim-
ulation. The other five orbits include encounters that result
in the OC capturing exocomets that are later lost. How long
exocomets are retained in the OC depends on their number,
orbits around the Sun, and the parameters of the encounters
that follow. For one of those orbits, the OC retains the cap-
tured exocomet for three encounters only (corresponding to
∼ 0.9Myr), while exocomets captured in other orbit are lost
only after 450 encounters (∼ 0.7Gyr). In some cases a sub-
stantial number of exocomets is lost at once due to a strong
encounter.
We run six additional simulations. For each type of or-
bit, we simulate a random encounter set that does not result
in exocomet capture. Finally, we simulate a solar orbit with
the OC not influenced by any encounters (that is, the change
in NOC is only due to the effect of the Galactic tide) for each
type of orbit.
In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of OC’s captured frac-
tion for nine encounter series (three per type of orbit) that
retain a finite number of exocomets until the current time
(t = 4.5Gyr). There is no obvious difference in the captured
fraction evolution for different types of orbit. Note that here
we measure the fraction of the OC at t = 0 of the complete
orbit simulation, that is NOC(t = 0) = 2 × 104. For all of
the nine orbits, the captured exocomets constitute only a
small fraction of the initial OC: typically about 0.2% and
3% at maximum. If the number of captured exocomets is
compared with the total number of comets at the moment
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Figure 4. Evolution of the number of particles (comets and exo-
comets) in the OC. NOC(t = 0) is measured at the beginning of the
simulation here. The same nine orbits with exocomets as in Fig. 3
are shown by full lines. The dashed lines show examples of orbits
during which no exocomets were transferred to the Sun’s OC.
The dotted lines show the evolution of an orbit without encoun-
ters where the OC evolves only under influence of the Galactic
tide (note that a line is shown for each orbit type but they are
virtually indistinguishable).
of the encounter, the fractions are slightly higher because
the OC has already lost some of its comets. This fraction
is typically about 0.5%, 10% at maximum, and depends on
the time the encounter occurred as well as the effect of the
earlier encounters.
In Fig. 4 we show the evolution of the total number of
particles (comets and exocomets) in the OC for the same
nine orbits as in Fig 3. It is important to keep in mind
that those nine orbits are picked manually such that their
encounter series include an exocomet-capturing encounter.
This flyby has generally low velocity and relatively small
separation and also results in a substantial loss of comets
from the OC. We therefore also plot three additional orbits
with no captured exocomets, for which the encounter sets
are random (dashed lines). Except for the orbit migrating
inwards, these orbits also experience at least one encounter
that results in a loss of about 20% of the OC. The OC loses
between about 25% and 65% of its mass for each orbit in
Fig. 4. We also plot orbits with the OC not influenced by
any encounters for each type of orbit. In these cases the OC
loses about 2% of its comets.
More simulations would be needed to judge if the total
fraction of the OC mass lost depends on radial migration.
Comparison of the line slopes for different orbit types in
Fig. 4 indicates that unless perturbed by a strong encounter,
NOC decreases slightly faster for orbits starting at smaller
Galactocentric radii. However, for the majority of orbits in
Fig. 4, the evolution of the lost fraction is more influenced
by a few strong encounters than by radial migration.
3.3 Orbital elements of lost comets and captured
exocomets
In Fig. 5, we show the semi-major axes and eccentricities
of comets lost and exocomets captured during an example
encounter taken from a full orbit simulation.
Some of the exocomets captured in Fig. 5 are retained
in the OC until the end of the simulation. The field star has
M? = 0.5M, d = 7.7 × 104 AU, and v? = 0.18 km s−1 and
the encounter occurs at t = 0.9Gyr of an outward migrating
orbit. This is an encounter with a low-mass star at a small
separation and low velocity which is relatively rare (see con-
tours in Fig. 2). The orbit that includes the encounter is one
of those plotted in Fig. 3 (see one of the violet lines with sud-
denly increasing Ncap at ∼ 0.9Gyr) and Fig. 4. Fig. 5a shows
that during this encounter 5.5% of comets are lost from the
OC. The distribution of the semi-major axis of lost comets
(pink histograms) is concentrated at larger semi-major axes
(a ∼ 8×104 AU) than considering all comets in the OC (grey
histograms). The distribution of lost comets eccentricities is
very similar to the one for all comets. From Fig. 5b we see
that exocomets are captured from the outer part of their
parent exo-OC. After their capture to the OC (Fig. 5c),
the majority of exocomets have orbits with a = 2 × 104–
105 AU and are on average slightly more eccentric than the
OC comets.
The distributions we show in Fig. 5 are only an ex-
ample of the possible encounter outcome. Fig. 5 seems to
indicate that the captured exocomets and lost comets come
from a specific parts of the clouds, but in general they will
come from different parts of the clouds. Similarly, the exo-
cometary orbits in the OC can have various semi-major axes
and eccentricities.
3.4 Error estimates
Here we discuss errors resulting from numerical limitations
and our parameter choices.
We carry out additional simulations of individual en-
counters that result in the OC capturing exocomets using
10-times more particles than in the standard runs of our
parameter space study (Table 1). We draw 200 random
sub-samples with a tenth of the number of particles each
and we measure the standard deviations of their Ncap/NOC
and Nloss/NOC. From those we estimate the uncertainty of
Ncap/NOC and Nloss/NOC to be 20 and 5%, respectively.
To couple the Galactic tide to the system of the Sun,
the field star and their clouds, we set the bridge timestep to
1Myr (see Sec. 2.2). To estimate the error this choice intro-
duces, we run several simulations using shorter timesteps.
First, we run simulations of the non-migrating orbit with-
out the effect of stellar encounters using bridge timesteps
of 1, 0.5, 0.1, 5 × 10−2, and 1 × 10−2 Myr and NOC = 5 × 103.
After t = 2Gyr the fraction of comets retained in the OC for
the three latter timesteps differs by . 0.5%. Results for the
1Myr timestep differ from the shortest timestep by ∼ 1%.
Further, we run simulations of the Solar orbit (all three
types, with NOC = 104) in the Galactic potential without the
effect of stellar encounters. We follow the number of comets
in the OC in time and compare OC’s erosion due to the
Galactic tide. At the end of the simulations (t = 4.5Gyr),
the difference between the fraction of comets retained in the
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Figure 5. Semi-major axes and eccentricities of (exo)comets that were lost and captured during an encounter with M? = 0.5M,
d = 7.7 × 104 AU, and v? = 0.18 km s−1 at t = 0.9Gyr. Some (four) of the captured exocomets are retained in the OC until the end of the
simulation. Plot (a) shows the distribution of lost comets in the OC before the encounter. The lost comets are depicted by the pink points
and histograms while the grey histograms are for all comets in the OC. Plot (b) shows the distribution of the captured exocomets in their
parent exo-OC before the encounter. The captured exocomets are depicted by the blue points and histograms while the grey histograms
are for all exocomets in the exo-OC. Plot (c) shows the distribution of the captured exocomets in the OC after the encounter. The
exocomets are depicted by the green points and histograms while the grey histograms are for all comets in the OC. Here NOC includes
both the comets native to the OC and the captured exocomets. All the histograms are normalized by the number of particles, but not
by the bin size. The numbers of lost and captured (exo)comets are indicated above each plot. Note that the OC also captures some of
its own comets that were stripped before the encounter and live just outside the potential well of the Sun.
OC for the timestep of 1Myr and 0.1Myr is. 2%. Finally we
run one full orbit simulation (including the passing stars and
their clouds) with the timestep of 0.1Myr. The difference in
the captured fraction of the OC Ncap/NOC is . 3 × 10−3.
This however, corresponds to up to 1.6-times more captured
exocomets for the longer timestep (91 and 152 for 0.1 and
1Myr, respectively).
4 DISCUSSION
The Sun’s OC is not an isolated system. In section 3 we have
investigated the loss of comets from interactions with the
Galactic tidal field and stellar encounters, and the transfer
of exocomets form exo-OC hypothesized around passing field
stars. We find the transfer of exocomets is rare and the main
reason for this lies in the paucity of low velocity encounters.
This is in contrast to the loss of comets from the OC, for
which stars passing by with higher velocity are also effi-
cient. Still, this loss of comets is mainly mediated (sec. 3.2)
by strongly interacting encounters. This implicitly raises a
number of issues with respect to our simulation results: (1)
how good was the selection we made in section 2.4.2) of rel-
evant encounters (and can we improve upon this), (2) how
robust are our results with respect to numerical parameter
choices, and (3) how strongly do our results depend on the
assumptions pertaining to the stellar velocity distributions?
Below we will examine these questions in more detail.
4.1 Proxies for the lost or captured fractions of
the OC
In Sec. 2.4.2, we describe the selection of the simulated en-
counters using function M?/(v?d), which is proportional to
the impulse gained by the Sun during an encounter. While
this selection seems reasonable, it does raise the question
whether a different selection function would yield a more
accurate prediction for the fraction of the Sun’s OC lost
and captured. To examine this we investigate proxies of the
form
f (M?, v?, d) = αM?adbvc?,
NX/NOC =
{
f (M?, v?, d) if f (M?, v?, d) < 1,
1 if f (M?, v?, d) ≥ 1.
(2)
Here NX represents the fraction of OC that is lost (Nloss)
or captured (Ncap) during an encounter characterized by M?
in Solar masses, d in AU, and v? in km s−1. The number of
particles in the OC before the encounter is NOC, and a, b,
and c are free parameters and α is a scaling parameter.
We fit these parameters in Sec. 4.1.1, for both lost and
captured OC fractions, using the results of the parameter
space study (Sec. 3.1.1). In Sec. 4.1.2, we apply the prox-
ies to the results of the full orbit simulations (presented in
Sec. 3.2).
4.1.1 Fitting proxies using the parameter space study
Because the fraction of OC objects lost and captured range
over several orders of magnitudes, we perform fitting in log–
log space. We fit the logarithm of the function given by Eq. 2
(i.e. log(NX/NOC)) to the logarithm of the simulated results,
log(Nloss/NOC) and log(Ncap/NOC). We do not consider sim-
ulations in which no particles are lost or captured. The op-
timal values and their uncertainties as estimated by a non-
linear least squares method are given in Table 3. In Fig. 6,
we show the comparison between the fitted proxies and the
function βM?/(v?d), for which we fitted the scaling constant
β. The sum of squared residuals (SSR) of the fits for the
proxy and for βM?/(v?d) are 37 and 115 in case of the lost
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Figure 6. Proxies for the lost (top) and captured (bottom) frac-
tions of the OC. The values for the lost and captured fractions
from the parameter space study are on the vertical axis. The
values for the proxies are on the horizontal axis. The blue circles
show a function linearly proportional to the impulse gained by the
Sun, ∝ M?/(dv?). Orange squares show a more general function
of a form given by Eq. 2 using the optimal coefficients (Table 3).
The full line is one-to-one correlation. Both axes are logarithmic.
fraction, and 46 and 185 for the captured fraction (residuals
are also calculated in log–log space). This indicates that the
proxies given by Eq. 2 are a better prediction for the lost and
captured fractions of the OC than a function ∝ M?/(v?d).
Note that the fitted values of the parameters for the
lost comets are close to (M2?/(v2?d2). This implies that the
dependence is close to the impulse squared rather than the
impulse. Furthermore notice that the scatter in the relation
for the captured exocomets is much bigger than for the lost
comets (Fig. 6). This could be due to another parameter
independent from M?, d, and v? being important in deter-
mining the capture rate (for example orbital parameters of
the exocomets) or due to the much less captured than lost
particles.
4.1.2 Testing proxies on the full orbit simulations
We use Eq. 2 with the coefficients in Table 3 to calculate
proxies for the captured and lost fractions of the OC for the
nine simulated encounter series presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
Table 3. Optimal values of the free parameters of the proxy given
by Eq. 2 for the lost and captured fraction of the OC during a
stellar encounter.
a b c α
lost 1.84±0.05 −2.17±0.06 −1.91±0.05 (4.4±2.5) × 107
captured −0.3±0.1 −0.63±0.09 −1.9±0.2 0.4±0.3
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Figure 7. Fraction of the OC lost during the nine simulated en-
counter series presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The plot has two panels.
In both, the horizontal axis shows the proxies (Eq. 2 with the coef-
ficients from Table 3). The top panel shows encounter simulations
that result in OC losing particles (Nloss > 0). The bottom panel
shows cumulative probability density function of the encounters
without any loss. The number of plotted encounters is indicated
in the upper right corner of each panel. The dashed lines indi-
cate corresponding to one (i.e. the lower limit of 5×10−5) and ten
particles lost from the OC. The full line is one-to-one correlation.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we compare the proxies and the simulated
lost and captured fractions of the OC, respectively.
The proxies for the lost fraction show substantial scat-
ter and except for encounters resulting in Nloss/NOC & 10−2
typically underestimate the loss. This is probably due to the
Galactic tide, which is not taken into account when fitting
the proxy function, and which results in an additional loss of
comets that are only weakly bound after the encounter (see
Appendix C). In the bottom panel of Fig. 7, we show the
cumulative probability density distribution of the proxies for
the encounters that do not result in any loss of comets. There
are very few cases (. 1%) for which the proxy is higher than
the simulation resolution limit (5× 10−5) and all the proxies
. 10−3. In Fig. 8 we show that the proxy derived in Sec. 4.1
gives a good prediction for the captured fraction of the OC.
4.2 Model assumptions
A number of (explicit or implicit) model assumptions enter
in our model.
First, we assume that every star is surrounded by an
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Figure 8. Fraction of the OC captured during the nine simulated
encounter series presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The horizontal axis
shows the proxies (Eq. 2 with the coefficients from Table 3) while
the vertical axis shows the simulated captured fractions. Note that
here NOC corresponds to the number of comets in the OC directly
before the encounter (unlike in Figs. 3 where the initial number
of OC comets, NOC(t = 0), is used). The full line is one-to-one
correlation.
exo-OC. This assumption results from the Copernican prin-
ciple, in this case implying that the Solar system’s OC is
not special. In reality this may well overestimate exo-OCs
masses. The production of a (exo)cometary cloud may re-
quire a specific configuration of the planetary system and
its surrounding environment and might be rather rare (Wy-
att et al. 2017). From this point of view, our results on ex-
ocometary transfer represent an upper limit. On the other
hand, if exo-OCs are a rare occurrence, even the relatively
modest transfer rates we find may represent a significant
seeding to exo-OC-poor stars from stars with exo-OC of a
high mass.
Second, our assumption that only one star at a time is
interacting with the Sun may affect the quantitative results
for slow encounters (which take longest and are also most
important for captures). It may be that during such a slow
encounter, comets that are unbound from the low velocity
star due to another star passing by with higher velocity are
captured. Such multiple interaction could possibly also al-
low for extra captures from wide encounters. In any case,
our findings with respect the the cometary losses are robust
and point to a considerable erosion of the OC from stellar
encounters.
Summarizing, we argue that our encounter series in-
clude all the important encounters that result in a substan-
tial fraction of the OC being lost or captured. We select
simulated encounters based on the impulse they deliver to
the Sun (Sec. 2.4.2). Rickman (1976) showed that when con-
sidered over the Solar lifetime, the total impulse delivered
to the Sun is dominated by the few closest encounters (with
pericenter < 2 × 104 AU). Kaib et al. (2011, Sec. 2.3) con-
firmed that the formation of the OC (mainly the location of
its inner edge) is substantially affected by a handful of strong
isolated stellar encounters. These findings indicate that our
selection of simulated encounters (about 3500–4000) includes
those that substantially affect the Sun’s OC. Further, the
impulse gained by the Sun in an encounter compares rea-
sonably well with the proxies for lost and captured fractions
of the OC (Sec. 4.1, Fig. 6). Finally, only about half of the
simulated encounters result in the OC losing particles (see
Fig. 7).
4.3 Planetary perturbations and the longterm
evolution of the OC
Planetary perturbations play an important role in the pro-
duction of the observable comets (Oort 1950, Kaib & Quinn
2009, or Fouchard et al. 2014b) as well as in the overall evo-
lution of the OC (Fouchard et al. 2013, 2014a). The effect of
planets on the OC is not considered in our simulations and
here we discuss how they would contribute to the loss of OC
comets.
Fouchard et al. (2014a) found that about 12% of the
OC comets is eventually lost from the OC due to planetary
perturbations. The total OC loss in their models including
tides, passing stars, and planetary perturbations is between
24% and 41%, which is consistent with the lower half of our
estimated range (25–65%). However, we do not take plan-
etary perturbations into account and these would increase
the OC loss by additional ∼ 12%. The discrepancy possi-
bly comes from different treatment of the stellar encounters
(the OC initial conditions are the same and the effect of
the Galactic tide agrees well). To derive the distribution of
stellar encounters, Fouchard et al. (2014a, using the same
encounters distribution as Rickman et al. 2008) used veloc-
ity dispersion at the current position of the Sun with mean
and standard deviation of about 53 km s−1 and 20 km s−1, re-
spectively. We use the method of MB17 where the velocity
dispersion of the stars is derived from an N-body simulation
of the Galaxy (Be´dorf et al. 2014) and changes along the
Solar orbit. For the orbit without any migration, this gives
a velocity distribution with a mean of about 46 km s−1 and
standard deviation of ∼ 21 km s−1. This results in more low
velocity encounters that can lead to higher loss from the OC.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We present numerical simulations of stellar flybys, where
the Sun with its OC encounters a field star surrounded by a
cloud of exocomets (an exo-OC). The characteristics of the
exo-OCs are scaled with respect to those of the Sun’s OC
(based on the stellar mass and Galactocentric radius). We
study the possibility that the Sun’s Oort cloud contains ex-
ocomets that are transferred during the encounters and the
erosion of the OC. In our simulations, the Sun encounters
only one star at a time and we considered the effect of the
Galactic tide. We explore the parameter space of such flybys
by varying characteristics of the encounter — the mass of the
field star, impact parameter and velocity — and we measure
the rate of the OC capturing exocomets and losing its own
comets. We compare the results with the distributions of en-
counter characteristics as expected along the sojourn of the
Sun through the Galaxy, and we derive the probability that
the Sun experienced an encounter resulting in the capture
of exocomets to the OC. Finally we simulate the evolution
of the Sun and its OC for 4.5Gyr while accounting for the
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Galactic tide and encounters with field stars, during which
the OC is eroded and it can capture exocomets.
The main findings of our work are as follows:
(i) Considering all flybys of stars passing closer than 5 ×
105 AU, we derive that at most 10−5–10−4 of the OC was
captured at some point during its evolution.
(ii) The number of captured exocomets in the OC de-
creases after the flyby that delivered them. Similarly to the
native comets, exocomets are affected by further stellar en-
counters and the Galactic tide.
(iii) The possible radial migration of the Sun does not
have a substantial effect on the probability that the Sun’s
OC captured exocomets.
(iv) Over the lifetime of the Solar system, the OC losses
between about 25% and 65% of its comets due to encounters
with field stars. This loss is dominated by the few strongest
encounters along the orbit.
(v) We show that the number of exocomets transferred
from and to the OC during an encounter is reasonably well
approximated by a proxies ∝ M?adbvc?. Here the M? is the
mass of the encountered field star (in Solar masses) and d
and v? are the its distance (in AU) and velocity (in km s−1)
with respect to the Sun at infinity and a, b, and c are free
parameters (with different values for comets lost and exo-
comets captured).
During the work on the manuscript, we became aware
of the work of Levine & Gosmeyer (2017, see also Levine &
Gosmeyer 2016). They studied exchange of material between
the OC and exo-OCs during flybys of field stars. Some de-
tails of their methods and assumptions are similar to those
used here (e.g., every field star posses an exo-OC, the effect
of planetary systems is neglected). Other important details
differ (e.g., initial conditions of the clouds, numbers of par-
ticles, they do not take the Galactic tide into account), and
make a direct comparison with the results presented here dif-
ficult. However, their single star encounter simulations are
qualitatively in agreement with those we present here.
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON OF
ENCOUNTERS ALONG MIGRATING ORBITS
Fig. A1 compares the density of encounters along the Solar
orbit with different migration (Sec. 2.4 and Fig. 1). Three
plots of Fig. A1 show contours of encounter density for three
mass bins (M? = 0.082–0.9, 0.9–8.1, and 8.1–60M). The
density is normalized by the number of encounters in each
mass bin and orbit and by log(d/AU)× log
(
v?/(km s−1)
)
. For
each type of orbit, the density is averaged over 104 different
encounter sets described in Sec. 2.4.1.
APPENDIX B: STARTING POSITION AND
VELOCITY OF ENCOUNTERING STAR FOR
LOW V?
In some cases, for the lowest velocity stars, the method to
derive r (tenc,0) and v (tenc,0) described in Sec. 2.4.3 does not
converge. The encounter takes too long and there is a strong
interaction with the Galactic potential.
In these cases we divide the problem in two parts. We
start at the current position of the Sun, but instead of in-
tegrating for t0, we integrate only for tinit = 0.5 t0. From this
point onwards we follow the iterative procedure described
above. However this time we do not try to construct an or-
bit that begins at a separation of 8pc but one that begins
at 4pc. We now integrate backwards for tinit, to get the Sun
back to its initial position. The problem is however that the
separation between the Sun and the field star is generally
not 8pc now. We can overcome this by varying tinit until the
initial separation is 8pc. In some cases this procedure does
still not converge. We increase tinit to 0.75 t0, or further, until
it does.
In some of the cases in the parameter space study con-
sidering the effect of the Galactic tide it is not possible to
derive r (tenc,0) and v (tenc,0) in the above described way. vperi
is so small that the distance between Sun and field star never
exceeds 8pc due to the interaction with the Galactic poten-
tial. The Sun and the field star are bound. This situation
occurs in the parameter space study when accounting for
the Galactic tide (see Fig. C1), but not in the full orbit
simulation.
APPENDIX C: GRID OF SINGLE
ENCOUNTERS IN THE GALACTIC
POTENTIAL
Here we present the parameter space study (Secs. 2.3 and
3.1) that takes the Galactic potential into account. We
simulate the encounters with the parameters described in
Sec. 2.3. We use five-times less particles to represent the
clouds than in the case without Galactic potential (i.e. NOC
and NexoOC listed in Table. 1). The position and veloc-
ity of the encounters in the Galaxy is the current posi-
tion and velocity of the Sun (r  = (−8.5, 0, 0.02) kpc and
v  = (−11.1, 238.4, 7.25) km s−1, see Sec. 2.4). We derive the
initial position and velocity vectors of the field star with re-
spect to the Sun as described in Sec. 2.4.3 where we further
assume that the direction of the vectors are d = (d, 0, 0) and
v? = (0, v?, 0), respectively.
Fig. C1 shows the fraction of the Sun’s OC lost and
captured during the encounters. Comparison with Fig. 2
shows (the colour scale is the same in both figures) that
the Galactic potential does not have substantial effect on
the results. For the captured fraction of the OC, the differ-
ence of Ncap/NOC without and with the effect of the Galactic
tide is typically (for more than 85% of the bins) . 10−2. The
median difference across all bins (in M?, v?, and d) is then
∼ 1 × 10−3. For the lost fraction of the OC, the difference of
Nloss/NOC without and with the effect of the Galactic tide
is typically (for more than 85% of the bins) . 5 × 10−2 and
the median difference across all bins is ∼ 3 × 10−3. How-
ever, fractions lost in about 20 relatively fast encounters
with v? & 10 km s−1 differ substantially, by & 30%. In these
cases, the particles that are lost due to Galactic tide, are
only weekly bound after the encounter without tide.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure A1. Density of encounters along the Solar orbit with different migration. Plots show contours for encounters in three mass bins
indicated above each plot. There are three contours in each plot: outermost, middle and innermost contours correspond to the density of
0.01, 0.1, and 1 encounter per orbit per log(d/AU) × log
(
v?/(km s−1)
)
, respectively. Lines of different colours show contours for orbits with
different migration: purple — migrating outward, yellow — no migration (same as contours in Fig. 2), light blue — migration inwards. The
contours are averaged over 104 encounter sets.
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Figure C1. Same as Fig. 2 but with the Galactic potential taken into account. To allow an easier comparison, the colour scales for both
Nloss/NOC and Ncap/NOC are the same as is Fig. 2. The red crosses indicate encounters for which the method to derive the initial position
and velocity vectors of the encountering star (Sec. 2.4.3) does not converge. These are slow (v? < 0.5 km s−1) and close (d < 103 AU)
encounters that basically do not appear along the Sun’s orbit.
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